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Recently, many educators have come to realize the importance of
making second language learning enjoyable. It has also become clear that
designing activities that will allow students to use the target language in
meaningful situations is paramount. Meaningful use of the target lan
guage can take place when students are involved in problem solving
activities, information gap games, peer teaching, roleplays and many
other types of communicative activities that respond directly to their
needs and interests. However, when I considered roleplay as a possible
classroom activity three questions came to mind. Specifically, I wondered
how to select and design roleplay situations appropriate for my students,
how to prepare my students for these roleplay activities and how much
control is necessary during this type activity. I felt that I had to answer
these questions before using roleplay activities regularly with my second
language students.

How do I select or design roleplay situations appropriate for my students?
Underlying one very popular interpretation of the communicative

approach is the belief that speech acts are organized with a function in
view, that is, in a given situation there is an attempt to accomplish
something with or through language. Since the number of possible com
municative functions is formidable, it is useful to divide them into more
manageable units. Finocchiaro (1983) suggests five categories: personal,
interpersonal, directive, referential, and imaginative. Each category con
tains specific functions. For example, in the category labelled personal,
one finds functions which include expressing one's thoughts about topics
such as happiness, fear, fatigue, doubt and love. Thus, the first step in
organizing a roleplay activity is to determine which language functions to
focus on. Then, the teachers must think of real life situations when these
functions are used by native speakers. To better describe each proposed
roleplay situation, it will be useful to use van Ek's four categories (1976)
which include social roles, psychological roles, setting and surroundings.

Social roles deal with occupations and relationships, such as friend,
official, or neighbour. Psychological roles deal with the degree of involve
ment, such as neutral or sympathetic. Setting involves both the geogra
phic location and place, which could be a specific place indoors or
outdoors and surroundings encompass all the human contacts involved.

Once the specific function and corresponding situations have been
narrowed down, the next step is to look at the language involved. Natu
rally only the most predictable and typical expressions can be selected for
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inclusion in preparatory activities since it is almost never possible to
identify exactly what will be said in a particular situation.

Now, what about the students? What if they don't want to role play
receiving visitors from Italy at Dorval airport? Remember that the needs
and interests of the students are of great importance and must be taken
into account when defining roleplay situations. As Livingstone (1983)
points out, role playing activities cannot be successful unless the students'
level, needs, interests, and experiences are considered.

How do I prepare my students for roleplay activities?
Once decisions have made regarding the communicative function, the

situation and the language appropriate to the situation, further prepara
tion is still necessary. Livingstone (1983) discusses the linguistic, situa
tional, cultural and factual phases involved in the preparation of roleplay
activities. Linguistic preparation involves an accurate assessment of what
language students will need. Situational and cultural preparation involves
an assessment of the appropriateness of each roleplay activity and the
students' readiness to deal with it. Neglecting this phase of preparation
can lead to embarrassment, as it did in one of my classes. In this particular
case, to introduce the roleplay activity I used a family tree with pictures
showing the various members of a family and their relationship to each
other. When the students were asked to repeat "This is my father, this is
my mother," several of them began to giggle. It was only after several
minutes and by the time most of the students were laughing that I realized
why the exercise was having such an effect on my students. The people in
the family tree I had prepared were all white whereas 90 percent of my
students were black.

The third type of preparation is factual. For example, to prepare
students to participate in a role play involving a tourist asking for direc
tions in Montreal, both students and teacher should brainstorm on the
names of the major tourist attractions in Montreal and how to get there.
Once all the material necessary for a roleplay has been presented it's a
good idea for the teacher to describe the general situation and explain the
roles of both the players and the audience (Chesler, 1966).

It is important for the students to know what the situation is. If they
don't, it should be intentional on the part ofthe teacher. For example, you
might want the students themselves to identify the major conflict. But it is
advisable to provide the students with as much information as possible
about a role. It not only gives them a clearer picture of what to do but can
make a not-so-pleasant role more attractive. By being immersed in a role,
the students will feel that it is not themselves but the character they
portray that is being cast in a bad light. To avoid negative reactions a
student should be free to decline to participate. Letting students volunteer
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for roles is more conducive to success, especially if the students are not
familiar with roleplay activities.

Roleplay has sometimes been criticized for not involving enough stu
dents. This problem can be overcome by giving members of the audience
specific aspects of the roleplay to pay attention to (Chesler, 1966). Giving
the audience something to observe and report on during the follow-up
discussion almost inevitably leads to more active participation. The
audience can also playa more active part if the teacher selects several
students from the audience to take turns playing a particular role during
the activity or by having the audience invent an ending for the roleplay
(Howitz, 1985). Giving the students in the audience a reason to be
involved, and having them react, allows everyone to participate.

During roleplay activities, the teacher's role is to go from group to
group encouraging students to participate, offering help as needed and
taking note of both organizational and linguistic problems that the stu
dents may be having. When the students are actually roleplaying it is best
not to interrupt unless communication breaks down completely.

Providing feedback to students is an excellent way to wrap up this type
of activity. This wrap up can take the form of a discussion where students
and teacher further explore the content and characters of the roleplay.
The teacher might also take this opportunity to mention the strong and
weak points that she took note ofwhile the students were working in small
groups. If you want to find out more about the different phases involved
in a roleplay activity, you can consult Milroy's article (1982) which
provides examples of what actually takes place before (briefing), during
(interaction), and after (discussion) a roleplay activity.

How much language control is necessary during roleplay?
Beginning students usually need a more controlled situation because of

the minimal amount of language available to them. The less control there
is in a roleplay activity, the less the language is predictable. Certain
language restrictions are comforting to students just beginning to learn a
second or foreign language.

An important consideration is to maximize student learning by devel
oping roleplay situations which incorporate as many elements as possible
from situations students have to deal with in their own lives (Littlewood,
1975; Piper, 1983, 1984; White, 1984).

Littlewood describes roleplay activities which progress from perform
ing memorized dialogues (controlled) to improvisation (creative). He cites
examples of each and how they are to be conducted. Dobson (1974) also
suggests roleplay activities which progress from tightly controlled to
creative improvisation.

In reading this article, I am sure that many more questions regarding
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roleplay activities have come to mind. However, I would like to encourage
you to try roleplay activities with your own students because I have
always found that second language learners have benefited from partici
pating in these activities.
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